2022 Region III ASSP
Professional Development Conference
San Antonio Marriott Riverwalk
August 29-31, 2022
Speaker Bios & Session Overviews
Monday, August 29, 2022 - 8:00 AM – 9:30 AM
Monday Opening Keynote
Preparing For The Future Of Safety: Considerations For Leaders Today And Tomorrow
Wyatt Bradbury, MEng, CSP, CHST, CIT & Matthew Law, MPH, CSP, REHS/RS
Current Safety Leaders have a great deal on their plate. Not only do they need to perform the tactical duties of their
profession, often extremely demanding and stressful alone, but are expected to act as leaders in quickly evolving industrial
organizations. This presentation will explore the current state, rapidly occurring evolution, and future state of work and the
safety profession. By exploring the impacts of technology and workplace generational shift, leaders can begin to look at ways
to apply mentoring, sponsorship, leadership, management, interpersonal communication, and emotional intelligence skills to
their succession planning as they prepare for the future of work in their organization.
Learning Objectives:
1.
2.
3.

The Learner will explore the future of the profession and impacts of new technology and workplace
generations.
The Learner will determine the differences of leadership and management
The Learner will develop skills to use as they plan for succession through the exploration of interpersonal skills,
communication, mentoring, sponsorship, and emotional intelligence.
Wyatt Bradbury serves as a Senior HSE Advisor for Hitachi Rail in Maryland. He also is an Adjunct
Professor at the University of Alabama Birmingham teaching System Safety and Prevention Through
Design and Engineering Ethics and Acceptable Risk. He has experience in aquatic and recreation
risk management, electrical construction, powerline safety, rail safety, and safety consulting.
Mr. Bradbury holds CSP, CHST, and CIT certifications from the BCSP and holds a Master of
Engineering in Advanced Safety Engineering and Management from the University of Alabama
Birmingham.

Wyatt Bradbury serves as a Director and Past-President for the National Capital Chapter, as the Chair of the Community
Leader Training Committee under the Council on Regional Affairs, on the Nominations and Elections Committee, on the
planning committee of the Mid-Atlantic Construction Safety Conference, and on the Governance Task Force. He is a
member of the Emerging Professionals Common Interest Group and Training and Communication Practice Specialty. As a
member of the Community Leader Training Committee, Wyatt assisted in drafting the Ethics Training for ASSP Community
Leaders on demand and in person courses.
Wyatt Bradbury is on the Drafting Committee for the ANSI Z590.6 Technical Report Guidance for the sizing, fit, selection,
and use of personal protective equipment and apparel marketed toward women. He also serves on the Drafting Committee
of the ANSI Z490.1 OSH Training Standard.
He regularly travels the country speaking at local and regional professional development conferences and is a frequent
contributor to Professional Safety Journal.
Matt Law serves as Manager, Safety Strategy for W.W. Grainger, Inc., developing comprehensive
environmental health, safety, and business solutions with internal and external partners to mitigate
risk to people, property, and the environment. He is a Certified Safety Professional, a Registered
Environmental Health Specialist, and holds a Master of Public Health degree from West Virginia
University. Matt is also a Doctor of Public Health Student at Walden University. Matt also serves as
a United States Navy Reserve Environmental Health Officer.
Matt Law currently serves as the PR/Sponsorships Committee Chair for the ASSP Central Florida
Chapter and is Treasurer of the Alliance for Central Florida Safety. Matt has also contributed works
to the Professional Safety Journal on communication and mentorship as well as selling safety, and he is a member of the
Emerging Professionals in OSH Common Interest Group and both Consultants and Training and Communications Practice
Specialties. Matt currently resides in Bartow, Florida with his wife, Stacy, and two daughters, Evelyn and Cordelia.
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Tuesday, August 30, 2022 - 8:00 AM – 9:15 AM
Tuesday Opening Keynote
What Is World Class Safety, Really?
Jim Spigener
Does having an OSHA rate of .25 or less qualify an organization to be world class in safety?
If an organization has an employee suffer a life altering injuries or is fatality injured, would
they be disqualified as world class? Interesting questions, but both have a flawed
assumption, that lagging results qualify an organization to be considered world class. Lagging
results are the outcome of world class safety not the measure of world class safety. What
distinguishes the best safety companies from all the other organizations that seek to keep
their employees, their communities, the environment, and the public safe are four distinct
pillars. These pillars lie below the organizational and safety foundation. This talk will
describe the pillars and explain why they define a world-class safety organization.
The pillars include:
1.

Passion for People –A deep personal commitment to people with a focus on
eliminating all harm to people

2.

Focus on Exposure Control –A relentless focus that goes beyond accident prevention
to the systematic identification, control, reduction and elimination of the exposure that
contributes to accidents.

3.

3. Resource and System Alignment – The alignment of objectives with
organizational capabilities. This means having the right people, processes and
capabilities to support doing the right things in the safe way. This alignment sustains
an organizational culture of excellence and care

4.

Embracing Change – A recognition that science, technology and generational change
are inevitable and positive. Change is seen as an opportunity to further control and
reduce exposure.

Learning Objectives:
The Four Pillars that distinguish the best safety companies from all other organizations that
seek to keep their employees, their communities, the environment and the public safe.
Jim Spigener is Chief Client Officer for DEKRA, a consulting firm
specializing in comprehensive safety solutions. Jim has helped
hundreds of companies implement successful change initiatives in
the fields of safety, quality, and leadership development. A dynamic
speaker, Jim has presented at hundreds of national and
international conferences and has published several articles on
performance improvement.
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Tuesday, August 30, 2022 - 12:15 PM - 1:45 PM
Tuesday Lunch Keynote
Sticky Safety
Tim Gard, CSP, CPAE
Join Tim Gard as he demonstrates that it is totally appropriate to use humor, props and storytelling in our
safety training if we want that training to STICK with your audience. As a Hall of Fame Speaker (a
designation he shares with just 150 other speakers in the world), Tim uses neuroscience and neuro
linguistic programming to help your audience remember and retain safety protocol and procedure…
leading to fewer workplace accidents and higher adherence to safety standards. Tim has spoken to over
2,500 audiences worldwide in his 25-year career – which means he knows a thing or two about keeping
audiences engaged and entertained while delivering essential information that can change the way they do
their jobs.
Learning Objectives:
Participants who experience Tim’s Sticky Safety program will leave with a greater understanding of the
following factors that will impact them for years and years:
1.

What is your “Why Factor”? Participants will identify their own reasons why safety matters to
them.

2.

The power of storytelling to apply context to statistics. Statistics don’t have to be boring. For
every statistic there are real people and real lives and their stories need to be told to give
contrast to statistics.

3.

Humor isn’t always appropriate, but used effectively it can be a very powerful tool in your own
stress plan. Discover how anyone can use humor effectively with just a few guidelines.

4.

How resilience training can impact safety
Tim Gard is a member of the Speaker Hall of Fame and has spoken at over 2,500
events worldwide. Tim uses his extensive background as a professional humorous
speaker who has performed globally at over 2,500 main stage events with his study
of Neuro-linguistic programming (NLP) as a welfare fraud investigator and
psycholinguistics, the study of how to craft persuasive dialogs into this unique
training seminar

In his very diverse work history Tim discovered early on that some safety training
was very boring and other training left impactful messages in his brain that have
remained with him for decades. They “stuck” with Tim for some reason. In his
ongoing research into safety and his own experiences he discovered that there are several factors that
come into play regarding safety training and there are fun ways to make it more “sticky”. Some things are
stickier than others to different people, but there are commonalities that work consistently.
Tim provides amazing take-home value delivered with his one-of-a-kind presentation style Tim "walks his
talk" as a successful business owner himself for more than 20 years. Before starting his business, he
worked in the sales industry, as well as State and Federal Government in Human Services, as a fraud
investigator and is a navy veteran. Recognized as a pioneer in humor-based training. Tim is a certified
speaking professional (CSP) & a member of the Speaker Hall Of Fame, an elite honor held by fewer than
150 speakers worldwide. The author or co-author of Just Plane Funny, My Policy Manual, Motivational
Leaders, and Humor Me, Tim humorously delivers messages as universal as his audiences are diverse.
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Monday, August 29, 2022 - 9:45 AM - 10:45 AM
1A - Positive Coaching-The Art Of Effective Mentoring
Kelly Kuriyama
My presentation will provide information to the audience on how to select a
Coach/Mentor. Skills required to be an effective coach. Identifying employees
that will need coaching to advance their skills. Positive techniques and
interaction between the coach and the employee. Review performance by the
coach and employee. Identifying areas of improvement and provide feedback of
successes that will support the career advancement of the employee.
Learning Objectives:
1.
2.
3.

Apply positive coaching qualities and techniques
Evaluate and support the new employee to achieve attainable goals
Create an environment of trust with the student and summarize the
value of the trained employee.
Kelly is currently a Certified Petroleum Safety Manager
who began his career in the early 80’s as a floor worker
on a well service rig in Oklahoma. During his career
working on the rigs, Kelly was trained to perform all
functions of the service rig that eventually led to
promotion of crew chief operator on a Well Service Rig.
While performing crew chief duties, Kelly was
responsible for managing the training and safety of the
crew.

After performing the crew chief position for 14 years, Kelly was promoted to an
Area Manager position with responsibilities for over 200 employees.
In 2010 Kelly began his professional career as a Senior Safety Advisor and in
2014 was promoted to a Senior HSE Director for a large Oil and Gas Service
provider.
In 2019 Kelly founded Kuriyama Safety Consulting. With almost 40 years’
experience in Oil and Gas management and work history, Kelly delivers
effective leadership training and development of safety management systems
that ultimately benefit the company’s employees and management teams.
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Monday, August 29, 2022 - 9:45 AM - 10:45 AM
1B – Selling Safety:
3 Key Things Safety Professionals Need To Close The Deal
Matthew Law, MPH, CSP, REHS/RS
While safety professionals are traditionally technical experts, able to interpret codes,
standards, and best practices and align them to the development of safety initiatives
and policies, many lack the business acumen and conversational ability to create buyin from key organizational players. As part of developing these skills and
competencies, safety professionals can look to salespeople as a template for how to
approach management and employees to ultimately sell their initiatives and build
strong safety cultures. In this session, we will discuss how to have an influential
conversation, demonstrate safety's value, and align that value to organizational
motivations.
Learning Objectives:
1.
2.
3.

Recognize the key elements of how to have an influential conversation about
safety.
Identify safety's value and be able to demonstrate to key organizational
players.
Align safety's value to the motivations of upper and middle management,
business function leaders, and employees to create buy-in.

Matt Law serves as Manager, Safety Strategy for W.W. Grainger,
Inc., developing comprehensive environmental health, safety, and
business solutions with internal and external partners to mitigate risk
to people, property, and the environment. He is a Certified Safety
Professional, a Registered Environmental Health Specialist, and
holds a Master of Public Health degree from West Virginia
University. Matt is also a Doctor of Public Health Student at Walden
University. Matt also serves as a United States Navy Reserve Environmental Health
Officer.
Matt Law currently serves as the PR/Sponsorships Committee Chair for the ASSP
Central Florida Chapter and is Treasurer of the Alliance for Central Florida Safety.
Matt has also contributed works to the Professional Safety Journal on communication
and mentorship as well as selling safety, and he is a member of the Emerging
Professionals in OSH Common Interest Group and both Consultants and Training and
Communications Practice Specialties. Matt currently resides in Bartow, Florida with
his wife, Stacy, and two daughters, Evelyn and Cordelia.
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Monday, August 29, 2022 - 9:45 AM - 10:45 AM
1C - Design An OSHA-Compliant Safety Incentive Program And Engage Employees
Karen McClenny & Larry Peterson, CSP
How to Design an OSHA Compliant Safety Program and Engage Employees:
•
•
•
•
•
•

OSHA-Compliant Safety Incentive Programs – Learn about Performance-based and Ratebased programs
Leadership Commitment – What we need to do as leaders to engage our employees in safety.
Program Design - Learn how to develop the right rule and program structure that is OSHACompliant, and how to align your program goals with your recognition & rewards Strategy.
Communication – How to develop your program guide, safety platform and tools for
engagement.
Continuing Education & Training Follow up
Track, Measure, Report & Evolve –Systems to report on the performance of your safety
program to evolve as needed

Learning Objectives:
1.
2.
3.

Design and OSHA-Compliant Safety Incentive Program
Align Program Design with Recognition & Rewards Strategy
Track, Measure, Report & Evolve – Online platforms to report on the performance of your
safety program to evolve as needed

Karen McClenny: Karen McClenny has over 26 years of experience in the employee
performance and recognition industry. Her primary responsibilities include the design and
implementation of numerous Behavior-based Safety Programs. From 2000 – 2021 Mrs.
McClenny designed, administered, and provided tracking and performance reports for
Martin Marietta Materials Southwest and Rocky Mountain Divisions’ Guardian Angel/Gold
Star safety programs. She has also designed and implemented performance
improvement programs for other Fortune 500 companies to include; HBO, Time Warner
Cable, Showtime and University Hospital. For the last two years Mrs. McClenny has held
the Meeting Coordination Chair for the ASSP South Texas Chapter. Previous
presentations include; Improving Employee Engagement in Safety Parts I & II, How to Motivate a
Multigenerational Workforce and How to Design an OSHA Compliant Safety Program and Engage
Employees. In her spare time, she enjoys spending time with her family & friends and serving in ministries
for her church.
Larry Peterson: Highly experienced Technical Consultant with 40+ years of loss
prevention education, training, and experience with Workers’ Compensation, Auto,
General Liability, Property and Product Liability exposures and controls. Proven track
record working with local, regional, and national accounts to reduce exposures, improve
employee behaviors and minimize losses. Offers a unique combination of job diversity,
experience, commitment, analytical abilities, and presentation skills to educate both
internal and external business partners to improve losses and increase profits. During
seven years at Southwest Research Institute, completed structural analysis of aircraft
wings (CV-10, C5-A and F-5), structural compliance testing of automobiles and busses
for the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, and traffic/vehicle safety analysis
for the Federal Highway Administration and the U.S. Bureau of Mines. Spent three years with a local
Swimming Pool Company working with the board of the NSPI to improve swimming pool design standards.
During 33-year tenure in the insurance industry worked throughout the U.S. with companies ranging from
small mom-pop operations to Worldwide National Corporations. Educated owners, directors, managers,
and employees on identification, reduction/elimination of workplace exposures (Workers Compensation,
General Liability, Products Liability and Auto). Now retired, spends his time hunting, fishing, and hiking
with his family.
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Monday, August 29, 2022 - 9:45 AM - 10:45 AM
1D – Professional Ethics For The Safety Leader
Wyatt Bradbury, MEng, CSP, CHST, CIT
Safety professionals are expected to act with integrity and exhibit ethical behaviors. This
course will seek to provide some historical and practical context to the world of professional
ethics. The Impediments to Responsible Action will be applied as practical tools guiding
professional through the challenging set of diverse and dynamic situations faced.
Learning Objectives:
1. Learners will be able to summarize the historical and professional contexts of ethics
and professional codes of conduct.
2. Learners will be able to explain the utility of the Impediments to Responsible Action
3. Learners will be able to synthesize and evaluate situations in the context of
professional ethics, ethical codes, individual understanding, and the Impediments of
Responsible Action.
4. Learners will consider the relationship between ethics and acceptable risk.
Wyatt Bradbury serves as a Senior HSE Advisor for Hitachi Rail
in Maryland. He also is an Adjunct Professor at the University of
Alabama Birmingham teaching System Safety and Prevention
Through Design and Engineering Ethics and Acceptable Risk.
He has experience in aquatic and recreation risk management,
electrical construction, powerline safety, rail safety, and safety
consulting.
Mr. Bradbury holds CSP, CHST, and CIT certifications from the
BCSP and holds a Master of Engineering in Advanced Safety
Engineering and Management from the University of Alabama Birmingham.
Wyatt Bradbury serves as a Director and Past-President for the National Capital Chapter, as
the Chair of the Community Leader Training Committee under the Council on Regional
Affairs, on the Nominations and Elections Committee, on the planning committee of the MidAtlantic Construction Safety Conference, and on the Governance Task Force. He is a
member of the Emerging Professionals Common Interest Group and Training and
Communication Practice Specialty. As a member of the Community Leader Training
Committee, Wyatt assisted in drafting the Ethics Training for ASSP Community Leaders on
demand and in person courses.
Wyatt Bradbury is on the Drafting Committee for the ANSI Z590.6 Technical Report Guidance
for the sizing, fit, selection, and use of personal protective equipment and apparel marketed
toward women. He also serves on the Drafting Committee of the ANSI Z490.1 OSH Training
Standard.
He regularly travels the country speaking at local and regional professional development
conferences and is a frequent contributor to Professional Safety Journal.
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Monday, August 29, 2022 - 11:15 AM - 12:15 PM
2A - Hands-On Training: There Is Time,
Even If Operations Does Not Know It
Brian Weatherly, CSP
Training is becoming more and more a vital part of compliance and
risk management. The other piece is the trend for performance based
requirements. In reality it means – can the participants actually do it.
Operations want 8 hour classes in 2 hours, how do you work with
such demands? Come join this presentation and leave with a road
map in how to develop training that will work with operations to make
the numbers and give your participants stellar training.
Learning Objectives:
1.
2.
3.

Identify and deal with common road blocks and overcome
them
Identify and plan the use of outside resources & development
of ad hoc plans
Applying lessons to produce real hands-on training, using
what you have and getting what you need done – done

Brian is currently one of the Safety Professionals
serving CPS Energy. Brian is a dynamic and energetic
speaker, trainer and facilitator. Brian has over 27years
experience helping organizations across industry lines
translate HSE into innovative business practices. Brian
is a Board Certified Safety Professional promoting and
advancing HSE and the HSE professional and inviting and
encouraging others to work and live better.
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Monday, August 29, 2022 - 11:15 AM - 12:15 PM
2B - Selling, Leading And Celebrating Safety!
Cory Worden, Ph.D.*(ABD), M.S., CSHM, CSP, CHSP, ARM, REM, CESCO
To pursue high-reliability operations and an effective safety management system, employee
engagement is needed. Likewise, positive reinforcement through recognition and incentive programs
is also needed to develop this engagement. However, this positive reinforcement must be focused on
employee safety activities that develop safe working conditions and safe work practices; likewise,
leadership buy-in is necessary to enable these safety activities from all employees. This presentation
methodically illustrates how proactive safety activities can be developed from high-reliability principles
and safety management system implementation to develop safe conditions and practices, how
recognition and incentive programs can be implemented to positively reinforce these activities, and
how all of this can be explained to senior leaders in a manner that details a methodical
implementation with effectiveness and efficiency to develop a valid and reliable safety culture. In
short, this presentation provides a playbook to develop a high-reliability safety culture, to get
employees engaged in it, and to sell it to senior leaders.
Learning Objectives:
1.
2.
3.

Identify high-reliability principles and safety management system components,
Identify correlations between high-reliability principles, safety management system
components, and employee engagement methods.
Identify correlations between high-reliability principles, safety management system
components, and recognition/incentive methods for positive reinforcement of employee
engagement methods.

Cory Worden has worked in the development, implementation, and
management of Safety, Health, Environmental, Emergency
Management, and Training programs for over 18 years and has a
wealth of experience in public health, healthcare, military,
manufacturing, and municipal government operations. He has
developed and implemented safety systems affecting over 30,000
employees at a time and has been the ICS Safety Officer on major
City-wide and healthcare system responses to COVID-19, Ebola,
and more. Cory is currently the City of Houston’s Chemical,
Biological, Radiological, Nuclear, and Explosive (CBRNE) Safety Advisor and the Safety Advisor for
the City of Houston Health Department. He holds a Master of Science in Occupational Health and
Safety and is a CSHM, CSP, CHSP, ARM, REM, and CESCO; he is a PhD*(All but
Dissertation)(although his dissertation is complete). His nine books were published between 2013
and 2020 and his 109 articles have been published by the ASSP, National Safety Council, the
Association for Occupational Health Professionals, EHS Today, the Institute for Safety and Health
Management and more. Cory has earned eight major awards and recognitions and numerous military
medals and awards. Cory has presented seminars, webinars, workshops and posters for the
American Society of Safety Professionals, the National Safety Council, the Association of
Occupational Health Professionals, the College of the Mainland’s Gulf Coast Safety Institute and
more. Cory is the ASSP Healthcare Practice Specialty’s outgoing Administrator and current
Professional Development Chair; the AOHP Region 2 Director, National Professional Development
Chair, and 2022 National Conference Chair; and is the National Safety Council’s Government and
Public Sector Division Chair as well as a member of the ASSP Public Sector Practice Specialty
Advisory Board and members of the Veterans of Foreign Wars and the Air Force Sergeants’
Association.
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Monday, August 29, 2022 - 11:15 AM - 12:15 PM
2C – Tech Fusion | Incorporating The Latest Cutting Edge Technologies Into EHS
Dale Goss, MBA, MPH, CSP & Xavier Alcaraz, CIH, CSP
The latest technologies are emerging at a rapid pace today and having direct impact on our
profession. The proliferation and use of drones, smart glasses, wearables, artificial
intelligence, AI, 3D printing, robotics, and other smart technologies requires us to rethink our
EHS programs and adapt quickly to a rapidly changing work environment. As EHS
professionals, we must quickly understand if or how best to incorporate these technologies,
understand the business and safety, and update our programs.
This presentation will review the latest trends affecting Safety professionals, utilizing best
practices and current industry knowledge. We’ll share what we know, and the lessons that
we’ve learned along the way.
Learning Objectives:
1.
2.
3.

Review the latest emerging technologies and industry markets affecting EHS to
include drones, wearables, immersive solutions (smart technologies), artificial
intelligence, 3D printing, robotics, exoskeletons, and autonomous vehicles
Understand the adverse EHS impacts, and how this presents enterprise risks for
companies that develop and utilize technologies part of their business
Discuss how companies are integrating current best practices and creative
solutions to manage risk

Mr. Goss is a Principal Consultant and Practice Lead (Safety) with a
proven track record leading the integration of diverse teams driving
sustainable safety cultures. Mr. Goss’s has over 22 years of experience
which includes proactive environmental, health, safety, and sustainable
program implementation, compliance auditing, technology innovation,
management system, and program engagement leading semiconductor,
pharmaceutical, chemical, hospital, financial, and entertainment
industries. Possessing a solid EHS background, Mr. Goss has a trusted
record of driving excellence, leading diverse teams to achieve complex goals through
corporate initiatives, strategy, and continual improvement.
Mr. Xavier Alcaraz is a Managing Principal and Practice Director
(Safety) with BSI. Mr. Alcaraz is a Certified Industrial Hygienist and a
Certified Safety Professional. Mr. Alcaraz has over 23 years of
professional experience in industrial hygiene, safety, and building
science disciplines. He has a long track record of partnering with clients
to develop proactive and cost-effective management solutions that
improve EHS performance, exceed compliance, and integrate safety
management systems into their business culture. His client base spans
a multitude of industries including municipal agencies, electronics, semiconductor,
government, construction, traditional manufacturing, life sciences, petroleum, insurance, and
schools.
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Monday, August 29, 2022 - 11:15 AM - 12:15 PM
2D - Digitalization And Safety: How Technology Is Driving Changes To
Regulations And Industry Operations
Manny Tamez, MBA
Wearable connected technology has become commonplace in our personal lives from
tracking our Uber’s location on our phone to checking the monitor on our wrists for our
heart rate – and it’s changing industrial safety protocols as well.
Increasingly, industrial workplaces (80% of them) are harnessing the Industrial
Internet of Things (IIoT) and connected technology capabilities to improve the safety,
productivity, reliability, and environmental performance of their operations.
In this session, attendees will learn how they can leverage connected technology to
support their internal safety programs and initiatives.
Learning Objectives:
1.

How companies are capitalizing on digitalization to elevate their safety
initiatives and programs to keep up with the shift in regulations and
guidelines (UK and Canada, and perhaps soon set forth by OSHA)

2.

Top trends driving the digital transformation of the industrial workplace
(Industry 4.0 and IIoT)

3.

Ways data and real-time analytics from digitally connected devices can
improve organizational productivity and safety performance including, most
crucially, response time to incidents
Manny has over 30 years of experience in the oil and gas industry,
spanning mechanical integrity in downstream, pipeline integrity in
midstream, and inventory and asset management in upstream. He
is experienced in utilizing visualization tools to bring data together
from a variety of sources to analyze operational efficiency and
support critical operational decisions. As a connected safety and
data analytics expert at Blackline Safety, Manny is focused on
helping companies understand how technology and analytics can
improve productivity and safety. Manny also holds an MBA with a
concentration on Technology Management and a BBA in
Engineering-Business Administration from Texas A&I University,
now known as Texas A&M Kingsville.
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Monday, August 29, 2022 - 2:15 PM - 3:15 PM
3A – OSHA Regulatory & Enforcement Changes
In The New Administration
Russel Bailey
This Presentation will cover:
•
•
•
•

Introduction to speaker and OSHA practice area.
Presidential administration change and administration’s OSHA priorities.
Current OSHA enforcement priorities and enforcement methods.
Best practices for handling OSHA inspections and enforcement actions.

Learning Objectives:
1.
2.
3.

Understand the significant changes in OSHA regulations and
enforcement priorities in the new presidential administration.
Examining OSHA’s enforcement priorities and methods of
enforcement.
Identify best practices for handling potential OSHA inspections and
enforcement actions.

Russell Bailey is an attorney with the Rose Law Firm
in Little Rock, Arkansas. Russell concentrates his
practice in the areas of workplace safety and health
compliance and litigation. This includes counseling
clients on compliance with Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) standards, investigating
and responding to significant workplace incidents,
managing OSHA inspections, contesting OSHA
citations, defending employers during OSHA
enforcement actions, conducting internal safety and
health audits, and developing safety and health
programs and policies. Russell has represented
clients in numerous OSHA inspections and
enforcement actions in Federal and State OSHA
jurisdictions around the country.
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Monday, August 29, 2022 - 2:15 PM - 3:15 PM
3B - Active Shooter Awareness & Hostile Event Response, Bullying!
Michael A. Urueta, CHST
This Session Will:
• Describe actions to take when confronted with An Active Shooter.
• Law Enforcement Officers who are responding to the Hostile Event.
• Describe actions to take to prevent and prepare for potential Active
Shooter/Hostile Event.
• Describe how to manage the consequences of an Active Shooter/Hostile
Event.
• The aftermath from a Active Shooter/Hostile Event, Recovery/Community
Outreach, what to do to prepare!
Learning Objectives:
1.
2.
3.

Situational Awareness / Mass Communications
Understanding the importance of an Emergency Action Plan, (EAP).
Understanding what do plan for after a Hostile Event occurs: Recovery
/ Community Outreach preparedness.
Michael A. Urueta, CHST, is the CEO & Founder of EHS
PLANNING, INC. since November 2017. Michael has
worked in the EHS field for the past 20+ years and in the
Construction industry for the past 30 years. Currently,
Michael is the Host of an online Podcast,
www.mikeurueta.com.

His current & previous roles and responsibilities include
Public Speaking, OSHA Outreach Trainer, R & D, Instructor, AeroSpace, and
Manufacturing Industry onsite EHS Manager. Additionally, he worked for
Warren Buffett’s PCC Structurals, Elon Musk’s Tesla Motors, Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory, NASA, and the Federal Government (GSA).
He has held the titles of CEO/FOUNDER, Director of Operations, Regional EHS
Manager, Engineering EHS Tech IV, ERT Captain, EHS Manager,
Instructor/Trainer, Public Speaker & Business Owner, Volunteer Firefighter,
Michael served nine years in the United States Marine Corps as a Parachute
Rigger with a Force Reconnaissance Unit. Former: ASSP SF Chapter Group
WISE Board as a WISE Guy Ambassador & Event Moderator.
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Monday, August 29, 2022 - 2:15 PM - 3:15 PM
3C – Believe In Safety
Brandon Schroeder
Every day we make decisions that affect the likelihood we will pull in our
driveway at the end of the day. How can we move the needle towards
making better choices not only for ourselves, but for the companies we
work for?
Brandon Schroeder made a choice, a conscious decision, to take a
shortcut. This one decision changed the course of his life forever. Believe
In Safety tells you about the journey from the day of the accident through
the agonizing recovery for Brandon and his family. You will leave this
presentation impacted not only by Brandon's raw emotion and relatable
nature, but thinking about how can you make changes today that increase
the chances of safety for your organization and you.
Learning Objectives:
1.
2.
3.

Improve safety awareness
Reduce OSHA recordable incidents
Lower EMR ratings

Brandon began his journey as a speaker in 2012 after
a work accident in 2011. Brandon has been a
journeyman electrician since 2002 and thought that
was his future. He was and is a good electrician, he
does what he is told and gets the work done on time.
But after his accident, he knew there was a different
journey he was supposed to go on. He was pursued in
2012 to speak to a company about why his accident
happened. Although he was hesitant to do this, he
complied. Brandon thought this was a one and done
presentation, but what he didn't know is requests
would keep coming. Here he is nearly 10 years later still telling his story
and changing safety mindsets. Brandon has spoken for hundreds of
companies, from the largest companies in the world to local co-ops. His
goal is to get his story in front of the one person that needs it!
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Monday, August 29, 2022 - 2:15 PM - 3:15 PM
3D – Behavior Based Safety Today
Terry McSween, Ph.D.
This presentation will share the results of a recent study conducted by Cambridge
University using data provided from DEKRA clients. The study involves 88
international clients who provided over 1.3 million observational data points, including
monthly incident and culture survey data. The findings challenge traditional
assumptions about BBS initiatives. For example, the study strongly suggests that
having a limited number of “dedicated observers” is more effective than processes
that encourage all employees to participate. The data also suggest that being
observed once a month is more effective than more frequent observations. Further,
the data illustrate how using observers familiar with tasks is more effective than using
observers "with a fresh pair of eyes." Additional data are presented on other elements
of BBS along with a summary of implications for BBS practitioners. Finally, Dr.
McSween will discuss several approaches to integrating serious injury prevention into
behavior-based safety.
Learning Objectives:
1.
2.
3.

Participants will learn that behavior-based safety remains the most
empirically validated approach to reducing injuries
Participants will learn design consideration to maximizing the effectiveness
of behavior-based safety
Participants will learn special considerations to ensure that behavior-based
safety adequately address the potential for serious injuries and fatalities

Dr. McSween is a nationally recognized expert in the field
of behavioral safety. He is CEO and cofounder of Quality
Safety Edge, a company that helps organizations improve
safety and leadership through behavioral psychology. Dr.
McSween is author of the book, The Values-Based Safety
Process, and numerous publications and research articles
on behavioral safety. He has received numerous awards,
including the ASSE’s 1993 Scrivener Award, the OBM
Network’s 2001 Outstanding Contribution Award and its
2010 Lifetime Achievement Award, Western Michigan
University Distinguished Alumni in 2007, and in 2017 the
Texas Association for Behavior Analysis recognized him
for his Career Contributions to Behavior Analysis in
Texas, all for his work in behavioral safety. He is also the founder of the Behavioral
Safety NOW conference, which after 25 years, merged into DEKRA’s Safety In Action
conference in 2019.
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Monday, August 29, 2022 - 3:45 PM - 4:45 PM
4A - What Are We Missing? Best Practices For Inspecting And
Connecting Your Rigging Per AMSE B30
Jim Canfield
What things could we be missing in our pre-lift inspections or planning that
could cost dearly on the bottom line, but also change lives forever? Risk
Management is about getting people home safely every night. Regardless
of how much rigging you do on daily basis, it is important to know how to
lift or secure loads effectively.
This session will reinforce the basics of inspections and safe
use/connections of rigging. Discussions will address elements of a safety
culture and how to get people to "buy in". Tip loading and angular loading
will be addressed. Safe use of lever hoists and chain falls will also be
covered, including overload protection and troubleshooting of common
problems related to these products. Other important topics include UV
degradation of synthetic slings and a deep dive into inspection of these
products plus shackles, hooks and snatch blocks.
Learning Objectives:
1.
2.
3.

Apply ASME rejection criteria during sling and hardware
inspections
Identify dangers of improper connections and angular loading
Examine case studies of field failures and examples of things to
avoid
Jim Canfield is the National Sales Manager for All
Material Handling, a Chicago-based supplier of
manual hoists, slings and lifting hardware. Jim has
been in the lifting/rigging industry for 17 years and
has helped train thousands of workers in construction
and general industry on best practices and ASME
standards. He is a NCCCO Certified Rigger. Jim lives
in St. John, Indiana and is married with 4 children.
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Monday, August 29, 2022 - 3:45 PM - 4:45 PM
4B – Breaking Down Human Error Vs. Human Intent
Paul English, CSP, CIT, CHST
Human and Organization Performance or HOP has emerged as a set of
operational principles around how people will either perform or not perform
within an organization. These five principles of HOP as developed by Dr. Todd
Conklin include ideas and discussions on Human Error, Adaptive Problem
Solving, Context of Work, how we Response to Failure and how Organizations
Learn. Your employees are adaptive problem-solving safety and operational
issues every day, but don’t always get it right. In this interactive Mentimeter
session, we will discuss Human Error vs. Human Intent, JSA/Work Instructions
and Failure and increasing Capacity to Fail Safely.
Learning Objectives
1. Determine what successful workplace safety is or looks like. Identify
issues with Root Cause and “Zero Harm” philosophies.
2. Debate the differences in Human Error vs. Human Intent for Safety
and Operations.
3. Interpret Work-as-Imagined vs. Work-as-Done for employees and how
supervisors and managers view the context of that work.
4. Learn how to build interactive training programs using Mentimeter. Get
immediate feedback while including elements of psychological safety
into your training programs.
Paul English is currently the Area Safety Manager for
Commercial Metals Company, CMC Steel Texas located in
Seguin, Texas. He is currently a PhD candidate at Texas
State University and is researching organizational leaders
and safety practitioners on how organizational learning
enhances or inhibits occupational safety performance within
organizations. He currently holds a MS in Safety, Security
and Emergency Management and a BS in Fire and Safety
Engineering Technology, both from Eastern Kentucky
University. He has worked for numerous companies in
occupational safety and emergency response including Ford
Motor Company, E-ONE, Inc. and Nestle, USA. He is an active member of
South Texas ASSP Chapter in San Antonio, Texas.
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Monday, August 29, 2022 - 3:45 PM - 4:45 PM
4C – Who Is Responsible For Safety?
Carl Potter, CSP, CMC
Executives? Supervisors? Safety department staff? Or you? Why is it important to
know the answer to that question? After all, everybody, at every level, talks about
working safely. In this 60 minute presentation the audience learns how to take
personal responsibility and why it is important to them. Carl’s unique presentation
impacts audiences because he knows of what he speaks! He has over 17 years of
field experience and is an experienced supervisor and business manager. His
presentation is credible to audiences at all levels. Who Is Responsible for Safety? is
an effective presentation for all members of the organization. Your organization needs
this message!
Learning Objectives: Participants in this presentation will:
1.

Have more forces on their personal safety

2.

Understand more about how they are involved in the safety process

3.

Gain insight in how to be more disciplined to behave safely

4.

Learn how commitment to a zero-injury culture can change a workplace

5.

Increase their understanding of their responsibility for making safe decisions

CARL POTTER, CSP, CMC
Carl Potter works with organizations that want to create
workplaces where it’s difficult to get hurt and with workers
who want to go home every day without injury. He presents
to, trains, and consults to leaders at all levels of
organizations in high-risk industries such as electric utilities,
petrochem, oil and gas, and manufacturing. Since 1992 Carl
has owned his own company and has worked with
organization throughout the U.S., Canada, and the uttermost
parts of the world, using his experience and education to
help leaders build, sustain, and maintain safety cultures where everyone is more
involved in the safety process, more disciplined to behave safely, and more committed
to a zero-injury workplace.
Carl is a certified safety professional (CSP) and certified management consultant
(CMC). He worked 17 years in field operations for one of largest electric utilities in the
country and holds a Bachelor of Science in Technical Management. Carl has authored
13 books, including the best seller Who is Responsible for Safety?
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Monday, August 29, 2022 - 3:45 PM - 4:45 PM
4D - Safety Management Systems Implementation - Lessons Learned
Jose M. Inclan Jr, OHSMS-CIA
•

•

•

Introduction – The City of San Antonio Safety Management System
(SMS) was implemented in late 2018, and obtained its ISO 45001
certification in April 2019. It covered only two City departments but has
been expanded one department per year to cover up to 6 departments
in 2024.
Lessons learned – In this presentation we will cover diverse situations
where the SMS implementation staff needed to stop and think of
alternate routes of action to address obstacles that appeared along the
way, such as reaction to change, needs to adapt management
processes, and need to evaluate costs and benefits.
Conclusion – Then, we will reflect on what works and what doesn’t
when implementing a Safety Management System in an organization
regardless of its business nature.

Learning Objectives:
1.
2.
3.

Identify typical obstacles in the SMS implementation process.
Summarize solutions to immediate project implementation problems.
Apply a way to measure benefits and costs of implementing the SMS in
the organization.
Jose M. Inclan Jr, OHSMS-CIA

•
•

•
Has been working in the EHS and risk
management field for 29 years.
•
Has managed projects in the implementation and
certification of ISO 14001, OHSAS 18001 and ISO 45001
management systems.
•
Has worked in the private sector for companies in
USA, Mexico, and Central and South America on
management systems implementation.
In San Antonio, TX has worked for Johnson Controls and two local
Toyota suppliers for 10 years.
Has been with the City of San Antonio for the last four years.
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Tuesday, August 30, 2022 - 9:45 AM - 10:45 AM
5A - The Star Of Leadership –
Powerful Points That Make A Difference!
Forrest Richardson, CSP, ARME
Leadership is a state of mind not a title. We have the ability to lead from
any level in the organization we are at. Leaders are the ones who can take
immediate, direct action to make sure that his or her work area is safe and
healthful for all employees, contractors, and vendors. It is important that
we understand and apply successful management and leadership
principles to safety, health and environmental needs to make sure
employees enjoy an injury- and illness-free work environment.
Based on Safety, Health and Environmental regulations participants will
review and will gain a better understanding of their safety responsibilities
such as leadership, training, enforcement, providing resources and
overseeing work. This course also helps companies meet professional
development training obligations under safety, health, and environmental
requirements.
Learning Objectives:
1.
2.
3.

Identify 3 key differences between management & leadership.
Identify 3 Practical Leading Indicators demonstrating
Managements Commitment.
Properly apply leadership and training skills that create trust and
improve your ability to influence health and safety culture.
Forest has supported ASSP as a member since
2006, past chapter President, Vice President and
current Awards and Honors chair for the South
Texas Chapter. Additionally, he has supported
ASSP, National Safety Council and many other
organizations providing guest speaking at national,
regional, and local professional development
events.
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Tuesday, August 30, 2022 - 9:45 AM - 10:45 AM
5B – Satellite Accumulation Of Waste - How To Use It To Your Advantage
Nick Vent
During this presentation we will address the following agenda. What is important to
understand before starting is that using Satellite Accumulation practices will allow you to
extend your holding time of hazardous wastes from the fixed timeline of 90 days to a 365
days plus. Come ready to learn and ask questions.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What are Satellite Accumulation area (SAA) management rules?
Satellite Accumulation areas
Proper Labeling of containers in SA areas
Central Accumulation Areas
Proper labeling and timelines for CA areas
Consolidating wastes from offsite activities
Waste handling prohibitions and practices
Universal wastes

Learning Objectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Evaluate if your facility would benefit from Satellite Accumulation techniques under
40 CFR § 262.15
Recognize the various the various regulatory requirements to operate a satellite
accumulation area within your facility
Apply and convey to others the proper ways to complete labeling requirements for
hazardous waste storage
Summarize the timelines that must be adhered to for waste movement and
disposal
Be able to teach others the proper configuration of a Satellite Accumulation set up
after this presentation.
Nick Vent retired after 28yrs as a Supervising Environmental Health
Specialist with the County of San Diego. He managed the County of
San Diego’s Hazardous Incident Response Team (HIRT), which
responds to all hazardous chemical releases in a jurisdiction of 4200
square miles with 18 cities. The County has 14,000+ businesses
under permit for Hazmat Disclosure.

Mr. Vent is a nationally recognized and award winning, state certified
hazardous materials response instructor with 40 plus years’
experience training and certifying fire, law enforcement, and
environmental professionals. He currently is conducting Hazmat
classes around the country, US Territories and even Europe. He has
taught various environmental health courses at colleges in California and around the country.
He holds degrees in Environmental and Occupational Health and Chemistry. But most he
loves to travel the world and meeting people.
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Tuesday, August 30, 2022 - 9:45 AM - 10:45 AM
5C - Negligence In Loss Control: The Process Or The People?
Mark Clinton, MBA, ARM
This session will discuss:
o Detailing the recent origin of the use of consensus standards & how to
determine the prevailing standard & duty of care in a specific exposure &
sets of controls.
o The risks in making unqualified opinions in areas that aren’t supported by
inspection or follow-up.
o Understanding the ways in which loss control can be misused, creating
negligence exposure for the consultant, exposing their client to losses,
suits and judgements or used positively for underwriting, risk
management & litigation.
Learning Objectives:
1.
Recognize the foundational knowledge required of loss control reps &
consultants.
2. Examine the exposure of insurers and their reps or consultants for reporting
within the litigation context.
3. Review an arc flash liability case showing how an ill – performed loss control
process can & did lend itself to failure and was used by the “other side.”
Founder of Decisive Management Group, a solo risk management,
loss control & expert witnessing consultancy serving clients in the
insurance, captive membership & litigation support businesses
beginning in 1998. Worked as a safety & health manager and risk
control & loss control rep for three major publicly traded companies
& as a risk manager in the public sector. Assists insurers in state
Workers Comp regulation compliance and represented them before
his local Workers Comp Commission for Accident Prevention. Has
conducted over 8,000 loss control surveys since 1989 for hundreds
of insurers through their vendors, identifying the hazards, control
measures and making recommendations to correct deficiencies using OSHA, NFPA &
ANSI. Has been retained as an expert witness 15 times in premises liability, risk
management & personal injury cases. Served as a third party safety director for a
local general contractor for three years & safety committee advisor to a large
temporary staffing company. Uses a consensus standard based approach to develop
appropriate duties in third party, liability cases as well as in Workers’ Compensation.
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Tuesday, August 30, 2022 - 9:45 AM - 10:45 AM
5D - The Role Of A Safety Professional In Fleet Safety Best Practices
Kenny Ray, MS, CSP, CHMM, CDS, CFS
Every facet of the U.S. economy depends on the transportation supply chain. A truck
delivered every single item purchased at your favorite store. Without the American trucking
industry, modern life as we know it would simply cease to exist.
Because we share the nation’s highways with commercial motor vehicles, trucking is one of
the few industries that operates in an environment that allows unfettered access to the
general public. When we drive on the highway, we literally enter the workplace of the
trucking industry.
The transportation industry needs highly qualified safety professionals to eliminate injuries
and deaths, to minimize equipment and cargo losses, and to reduce environmental damages
caused by transportation incidents. Safety professionals are uniquely prepared to apply
industry best safety practices to the dynamic and challenging world of trucking. This
presentation will expose participants to those roles of a modern transportation safety
professional and will include a discussion of career opportunities currently available.
Learning Objectives:
1.
2.
3.

Participants will examine the role of a safety professional in the modern
transportation sector.
Participants will identify industry best practices specifically applicable to the
transportation industry.
Participants will evaluate return on investment of safety practices within the
transportation sector.
Kenny Ray serves as Vice President of Safety & Risk
Consulting for Marsh McLennan Agencies, a commercial
insurance agency, in Arlington, Texas. Kenny has over 35
years of successful experience in safety, security, training and
risk management. His experience includes 24 years with the
Texas Department of Public Safety and the Texas Rangers.
Kenny also served as a safety director for a large hazardous
materials trucking company prior to entering his current career
in commercial insurance risk management.

Kenny also has comprehensive knowledge of all facets of adult
education, training and coaching. He holds both a Bachelor’s
and Master’s Degree in Education from Texas A&M University. He routinely speaks and
teaches to various professional and industry organizations across the nation on topics related
to safety, security, training, leadership and risk management.
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Tuesday, August 30, 2022 - 11:15 AM - 12:15 PM
6A - Hardwired Inhibitions:
Hidden Forces That Keep Us Silent In The Face Of Disaster
Phillip Ragain
There are a surprising number of forces that inhibit people in the moment when they
should speak up to stop something that is unsafe. This presentation gives an overview
of the more significant but often overlooked psychological and social factors that
suppress safety interventions, and provides first steps for overcoming these inhibiting
forces.
This session includes practical examples and demonstrations, as well as overviews of
relevant research.
After the talk, attendees will be able to (1) explain how social and psychological
factors inhibit “safety intervention,” (2) describe the impact of factors such as
Deference to Authority, Bystander Effect and Unit Bias, and (3) implement some
significant first steps to increase the likelihood that they and others will speak up with
they see something unsafe.
Learning Objectives, Attendees are able to...
1. Explain how psychological biases inhibit people from speaking up when they
see something unsafe;
2. Identify and avoid specific biases that commonly inhibit safety intervention; and
3. Explain the effects of subtle situational influences on their willingness to
intervene.
Phillip is a former instructor of applied ethics and logic at
Texas Tech University, with a background in organizational
behavior, human performance and behavioral safety. He is
the Director of Training and Human Performance at The RAD
Group, where he also conducts field-research with recent
concentration in Human Performance, culture and safety
intervention.
In addition to leading The RAD Group’s research efforts,
Phillip is an organizational assessor and trainer. He has both
developed and co-developed a wide range of training programs that are presently
used around the world, including Safety Intervention, Leadership and Safety Culture
training.
Phillip is the author of numerous articles and a book on topics including Culture, Risk
Tolerance, Business Ethics, Communication and Human Performance.
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Tuesday, August 30, 2022 - 11:15 AM - 12:15 PM
6B – Behavior Based Safety…The Magic Is In The Feedback
Richard Pacheco, CSP
This talk with provide a high-level overview of the cognitive and behavior aspects of employee safety
performance in the modern workplace setting. The talk will provide the listener a brief history of the
development of core psychological constructs that subtly impact and influence workers mindsets. The
listener will receive both theorical and real-world evidence to support the value of incorporating
constructive and motivational feedback in the effort to make safe work practices routine.
Topics will include:
•
•
•
•
•

History of Cognitive Development and Behavioral Science
Extrinsic and Intrinsic Motivation
Behavior Based Safety in the modern work setting
Observation
Feedback

Learning Objectives:
1.
2.
3.

Examine the brief history of Cognitive and Motivational Psychology
Apply the constructs of Motivation and Cognitive Conditioning to improve employee
performance
Summarize Behavior Based Safety in the modern workplace setting, specifically with
the application extrinsic and intrinsic motivation
Working on the 27th year at UPS. That career started in 1995 as a manual part-time
employee in Austin, TX. Held multiple non-management positions before moving into
management. Those positions included unloading trailers, sorting packages, loading,
and package car driving.

After moving into management, I was an Operations Supervisor for inside operations,
on-road operations, and transportation operations. After 10 years in operations, I
moved in safety. My first role in safety was in Compliance. I was responsible for
federal, state, and local compliance. Those responsibilities included OSHA, EPA,
DOT, EEOC, FMLA, Hazardous Materials response/Responders and waste disposal,
and local fire standards. Later I moved in Health and Safety. In addition to the
previous compliance responsibilities, I became responsible for injury and crash prevention, employee onboarding, data analysis, forecasting, implementing predictive analytics, ergonomics, hearing conversation,
and training at the micro and macro level. I am a master level trainer in Smith System of Defensive Driving,
not only did I train drivers, but I was also responsible for training trainers. I am master level trainer for
hazardous materials responders and Safe Work Methods. My other areas of expertise include automation
project management (prevention through design), driver/vehicle telematics, and passive driver crash
mitigation systems.
As my career matured at UPS, I went back to school and received my Bachelors of Science in
Occupational Safety and Health from Columbia Southern University and am currently working on my
Masters in Occupational Safety and Health and my Masters in Industrial Organization Psychology. I have
completed course work at TEEX, the University of Texas at Austin, Columbia Southern University, and
Harvard. I am a member of the ASSP, BCSP, and a practicing CSP in good standing.
It was during my time at CSU that I became fascinated with Behavior Based Safety, which has put me on
my current path of IO psychology and its impact on employee motivation or rather the lack of employee of
motivation.
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Tuesday, August 30, 2022 - 11:15 AM - 12:15 PM
6C – How To Be The Safety Manager, A.K.A. How To Survive
Ron Smith, CSP
From the outside, Safety may look easy, but how does it look when you are the
one responsible and accountable for the whole show. This session will examine
the mission of the designated Safety leader and insights on the nature of
Safety’s contributions and common pitfalls to personal and program success.
The session will also evaluate 10 key elements that can help Safety Leaders,
and one simple secret that is often lost or forgotten along the way.
Learning Objectives:
1. Examine the mission and scope of the safety professional
2. Evaluate 5 Pitfalls to success and proven strategies for avoiding
and overcoming.
3. Summarize 10 Keys to your Safety Management success.
4. Discuss 1 often overlooked secret to success.
A native Texan, Ron was born and raised in La Porte,
Texas. In 2022, he and his wife Laura celebrated 39
years of marriage. He is the father to 2 amazing people,
and now Grandfather to 9 healthy, happy, and spoiled
grandchildren.
Ron started his career in chemical processing in 1984 as
a Chemical Process Operator with Akzo Nobel’s
Pasadena Texas facility, reaching the position of Shift
Supervisor. Ron switched from Operations to Safety, Health & Environmental in
1992, the same year Process Safety Management became law, fully immersing
him in the standard. Ron graduated from the University of Houston Clear Lake
in 2002 with a B.S. in Environmental Science, and soon earned his Certified
Safety Professional credential. Through the journey, he has had the privilege of
seeing and applying safety concepts and practices from both the Operations
and Management perspectives. Over the last 30 years, Ron has designed,
driven, audited and managed safety systems and programs for Akzo Nobel,
Albemarle, PPG Industries, Zambon Pharmaceuticals, International Specialty
Products, Ashland, Lion Elastomers, Solvay and now, Renewable Biofuels.
Ron is an active member of ASSP and is a current member and past President
of the Sabine Neches Chapter.
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Tuesday, August 30, 2022 - 11:15 AM - 12:15 PM
6D - The Art of War: Company & Industrial Hygiene Management
Doug Rush, CIH, CSP, CHMM, SMS, OHST & Jakie W. Snapp, Jr.
Sun Tzu was a famous Chinese General who lived over 2 millennia ago. He was well
known for the development of a strategy to win wars and wrote a book about it titled, “The
Art of War”. This strategy has been adopted by many organizations including modern
militaries and large businesses. The simple and timeless strategic rules developed by him
have not changed through the generations. The fundamental truths of the “Art of War” are
useful for all managers to study and are a core staple in military organizations and
business schools around the world today. This presentation will discuss the 13 principals
that Sun Tzu developed to win wars and how an occupational safety and health manager
can incorporate them into their Safety Management System.
Learning Objectives:
1.
2.
3.

Identify the 13 principals that win wars.
Discuss how these management principals can be used in your Safety
Management System (SMS).
Plan to incorporate the principals into your SMS strategy.
Doug is a hands-on, result driven Health, Safety, and Environmental
(HSE) leader. He has greater than 40 years of leadership in senior
management roles. He has founded and owned 3 full service-consulting
firms, 1 HazMat Response Company and 1 Environmental Engineering
Firm with staffs of up to 40 full-time professionals.
Doug’s experience spans many industries including oil & gas;
consulting; waste management, ground water remediation; demolition;
asbestos abatement; construction; plastics; chemical refining;
machining; general manufacturing; healthcare; and military

environments.
Jakie W. Snapp, Jr. - Current Sourced Intelligence Agent and
Independent Network Member and subject matter expert for 9
international professional services firms. Career body of work includes
a 22 year career as a frontline US Army officer, college professor,
Defense Department contract civil engineer and Master Planner,
licensed Financial Advisor, and safety and supply chain positions at 2
Fortune 100 oil & gas companies. Privileged to have commanded troops 5 times at 4
increased levels of responsibility—in peace and war—during service time to the Nation.
Managed to earn 3 bachelor degrees and later advanced degrees from Boston University,
Webster University, the US National War College, and the US Army’s Command and
General Staff College. Has earned numerous professional certifications in each area of
endeavor.
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Tuesday, August 30, 2022 - 2:15 PM - 3:15 PM
7A - Mental Health And The Role Of Behavior Based Safety
Alexsha Vann, MS, BCBA, LBA
The mental health movement has gained additional momentum within
recent years. Mental health within the workplace is not an easy
conversation, but an imperative conversation for workplace safety.
This presentation will focus on identifying what mental health is, why it
is important, and what roles safety professionals play. Upon
conclusion, participants will leave with an understanding of the affect
and effect of mental health on physical safety and quality of work,
gain insights to skills to proactively and reactively intervene, and
resources for the application of the science of behavior.
Alexsha is a skilled practitioner in the application
of Behavior science. Her focus is centered on skill
development, collaboration, and positive behavior
change. Alexsha earned her MA from the
University of West Florida and became Board
Certified and Licensed as a Behavior Analyst. She
has built and continues to run a successful
behavioral health clinic. In pursuing her personal
professional goals, Alexsha enjoys assisting leaders in safety on
creating, reflecting, and maintaining the commitment to employee’s
mental health in collaboration with behavior-based safety. Her strong
background in behavior health and education gives her a unique
perspective on how mental health affects various aspects of safety
within the workplace.
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Tuesday, August 30, 2022 - 2:15 PM - 3:15 PM
7B – Fit For Duty Case Study: Total Wellness Correlation To Lower Organizational
Risk, Increased Productivity And Individual Satisfaction
Brent Kruel, MHA
The “Great Resignation”, recruiting challenges, low morale, low productivity, depression, and
there are many more symptoms that something is wrong on a large scale. We will discuss
the risks of overgeneralizing these symptoms and investing in programs that are not widely
adopted nor produce intended results. Understand how individual TOTAL health and
wellness contributes to organizational risk and performance and how you can positively
impact your organization with programs customized to the individual employee in a scalable
and affordable manner.
Learning Objectives:
1.
2.
3.

Physical and Mental Wellness -understand the proven productivity killers within
your influence and control.
Leadership framework - in order to lead others, learn first how to lead yourself.
Case study/practical application - systems and processes you can implement now
and make a measurable impact.

Brent is a healthcare executive with over twenty-two years’
experience in a variety of settings to include hospitals, military
healthcare, healthcare insurance, software, professional services
and consulting. He is well traveled having been to over 30
countries on six continents to include doing work in Europe and
China. Prior to joining BHS, Brent has held a variety of corporate
leadership roles as well as started a software company. Brent
served 14 years active duty in the Air Force and is a two-time
combat veteran. In his last combat tour Brent was the hospital
administrator in charge of the largest military hospital in Iraq in
2004. He also served as a Physician Group Practice Manager,
Director of Supply and Logistics, and Chief Information Officer of
the largest Veterans Affairs and military hospital joint venture
located in Las Vegas, NV. He has received recognition as "10
Best Entrepreneurs of 2020" and "50 Smartest Companies of the
Year 2020" for his work on improving employee productivity and helping companies return to
working safely during a pandemic. Other accomplishments include “50 Fastest Growing
Companies of 2021” and “Most Admired Companies to Watch in 2022”. Outside of BHS,
Brent is an active volunteer in is community as a Committee Chair of the Cubs Scouts of
America and delivers meals for Meals on Wheels. He has been a community servant his
entire life being active with Special Olympics, Big Brothers and Big Sisters of America,
American Red Cross, and a Sunday school teacher to K-5 students. He is also an avid
outdoorsman and mountain climber, having scaled many 14,000 foot plus mountains. Brent
is a distinguished graduate of the United States Air Force Academy and received a Master of
Healthcare Administration from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. He is a
member of the Delta Omega and Alpha Epsilon honors societies.
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Tuesday, August 30, 2022 - 2:15 PM - 3:15 PM
7C - Ten Feet Tall and Bulletproof
Jack Jackson, MDiv
Does the term “I’ve been doing this job for 30 years and never
been hurt” sound familiar? Do you have people in your
organization that are “10 Feet Tall and Bulletproof?” Jack
discusses the transition from thinking that nothing can hurt us to
learning from our mistakes.
Learning Objectives:
1. Understand why as adults, we think we are “Bullet Proof”.
How did we develop that “I’m Safe Enough” attitude?
2. Provide motivation to develop personal safety skills that will
help to overcome this attitude.
3. Be Introduced to four simple techniques that will improve
your personal safety skills, and can also be shared with your
family and loved ones to keep them safer as well.
With his resounding voice and stature of a former
letterman on his university football team, Jack has
a commanding presence in any room and he uses
that talent to his advantage. He is a gifted
motivational presenter, and is often the top-rated
speaker at conferences and events. Throughout his
career, he’s developed successful safety programs
and helped one facility attain a world-class record
of 10 years without a lost-time incident. Jack worked with two
semi-professional football teams for six years and was named
NAFL defensive coordinator of the year. His unique perspective
can speak to and engage any audience.
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Tuesday, August 30, 2022 - 2:15 PM - 3:15 PM
7D - General Duty Clause: OSHA'S Secret Weapon
Adele Abrams, Esq., ASP, CMSP
The General Duty Clause (GDC), Section 5(a)(1) of the Occupational Safety
and Health Act of 1970, was intended to serve as a “gap filler” to address
recognized hazards that are not yet regulated. Over the years, the GDC has
been applied to everything from heat stress, combustible dust and ergonomics,
to COVID-19 and unregulated chemical exposures. GDC violations are always
serious and can be some of the most expensive citations to defend. This
session will explore current OSHA GDC enforcement policy, how state plan
states’ unique rules can impact multi state employers under the GDC, how
consensus standards can be used to impute knowledge, and best practices to
avoid citations.
Learning Objectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Comprehend the applicability and elements of OSHA’s General Duty
Clause
Contrast enforcement under the GDC and the codified OSHA
standards
Identify which safety and health areas are within the scope of the GDC
Summarize how state plan requirements interface with the federal
imputation of knowledge factor under the GDC.
Adele Abrams is an attorney, safety professional and trainer
who is president of the Law Office of Adele L. Abrams P.C.,
a national firm focusing on safety, health and employment
law. Adele is an Associate Safety Professional, and Certified
Mine Safety Professional, and she provides consultation,
safety audits and training services, in addition to
representing employers in MSHA and OSHA legal matters.
She instructs on employment law at U of Colorado and at
Catholic University.

She is a member of the Maryland, DC and Pennsylvania Bars, the U.S. District
Courts of Maryland, DC and Tennessee, the U.S. Court of Appeals, DC, 3rd and
4th Circuits, and the United States Supreme Court. In 2017, she received the
NSC’s Distinguished Service to Safety Award. She is a multiple recipient of the
ASSP’s Safety Professional of the Year Award.
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Tuesday, August 30, 2022 - 3:30 PM - 4:30 PM
8A - Industrial Hygiene Concepts: Dose Make The Poison
Doug Rush, CIH, CSP, CHMM, SMS, OHST
The toxic effects of a given chemical depend on dose (how much),
frequency of exposure (how often), and the route by which the chemical
enters the body. All chemicals have “side effects”. The goal of this talk is to
provide the attendee with a basis to initiate and develop an understanding
of how the occupational safety and health professional should approach
the complexities of exposure to substances encountered in the workplace.
Subjects to be introduced will include: What are chemicals? What harm do
chemicals cause? What Factors influence the toxic effects? A model ‘State
of the Art Risk Assessment’ process used by industrial hygienists
designed to prioritize risk associated with potential exposure to substances
will be introduced.
Learning Objectives:
1.
2.
3.

Identify & define good and bad chemicals.
Understand how to identify the harm chemicals cause.
Examine the factors that influence a chemicals toxic effects and
routes of exposure.

Doug is a hands-on, result driven Health, Safety,
and Environmental (HSE) leader. He has greater
than 40 years of leadership in senior management
roles. He has founded and owned 3 full serviceconsulting firms, 1 HazMat Response Company
and 1 Environmental Engineering Firm with staffs
of up to 40 full-time professionals.
Doug’s experience spans many industries
including oil & gas; consulting; waste
management, ground water remediation;
demolition; asbestos abatement; construction;
plastics; chemical refining; machining; general manufacturing;
healthcare; and military environments.
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Tuesday, August 30, 2022 - 3:30 PM - 4:30 PM
8B - Why You Should Build A World - Class Ergonomics & Human Factors Program
Hank Austin, MS, CSP
Do you have a “complete” program? Ever wonder why you cannot get full buy-in from the
company? Want to understand the unbelievable impact that a complete program can have
on a company? Think that you do not have the background or support to be successful in
this field? You can do it if you are ready to get to work and you do not need any letters after
your name!
Hank Austin was able to get a job at a Fortune 500 company as an entry level Safety
Technician. The home building industry had collapsed due to high interest rates in Texas,
and he needed a job. He did have several years as a volunteer fire fighter but had no
background or training in safety or ergonomics. He had heard of OSHA. He did get there at
the right time and with a lot of help from others, they were able to build a result’s driven and
highly recognized comprehensive Human Factors and Ergonomics and overall Safety
program. He will try to provide you with key information that he has not seen in circulation
that helped him and his group achieve success.
Learning Objectives:
1.

Understand the scope of what is involved in building a complete Human Factors
and Ergonomics program

2.

How to build corporate buy in from the top.

3.

Working with other key groups in your organization is very important – get their
buy-in.
Hank attained both his BS in Building Construction and MS in
Safety Engineering and Ergonomics from Texas A&M University.
He spent 15 years managing Safety and Ergonomics at a
Fortune 500 company in San Antonio. In that period, he and his
group developed and were awarded as a top Human Factors and
Ergonomics program that included both office and industrial
ergonomics components. While there, Hank developed a system
to protect one of the countries largest mail operations against
NBC attacks and is named on the patent for the unique system.

Hank then managed the Office Ergonomics Research Committee
for three years where he was honored to work with several Fortune 500 companies and top
ergonomics researchers across the US and around the world. While there, he helped to
produce two books and numerous ergonomics research papers. Hank has worked in
ergonomics software development and is currently a consultant.
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Tuesday, August 30, 2022 - 3:30 PM - 4:30 PM
8C - Steering Transportation Safety To Address Multi-Modal Risk
Management
Mike Ezzell
This session will cover tools that employers are using to facilitate behavior
changes in employees. It will also study best practices and using additional
surveys and feedback. It will help attendees understand how roadway safety
topics serve employees, families, dependents and ultimately helps improve
safety beyond the workplace.
Learning Objectives:
1. Learn tools that employers are using to facilitate behavior changes in
employees and company drivers when they drive on and off the job.
2. Study best practices through the ODC Award recipient results and
additional surveys and feedback.
3. Understand how roadway safety topics serve employees, families,
dependents and ultimately helps improve safety beyond the workplace.
Mike Ezzell is a program manager in the Roadway/Mobility
Safety Practice with the National Safety Council. He conducts
online and in-person training for the Our Driving Concern
Texas Employer Traffic Safety Program and serves as the
Master Trainer for the Drug Impairment Training for Texas
Employers (DITTE) curriculum. By spotlighting strategies to
prevent motor vehicle crashes and decrease exposure to
liability, he helps employers understand the importance of
developing a transportation safety culture.
Mike has over 40 years of experience as a public speaker, educator and safety
professional. He has a wide range of knowledge in the safety field, including the
effects of alcohol and other drugs on both personal safety and workplace safety.
His passion for education and guiding behavior change propelled him toward
driver safety training and the National Safety Council. Prior to joining the
Council, he was a safety director in the Pipeline Construction industry and a
past elementary school teacher and counselor. He also served in the Texas
Legislature as a representative for a west Texas region.
Mike is also a Master Trainer of NSC First Aid and Defensive Driving courses
for 35 years and holds a Master’s degree in Education from Abilene Christian
University.
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Tuesday, August 30, 2022 - 3:30 PM - 4:30 PM
8D - Electrical Risk Management And The NFPA 70E
Stephen Hester, CESCP
This session will discuss Electrical Risk Management and the NFPA 70E
including requirements for electrical risk assessments, determining normal
operating conditions and differentiating between normalization of deviance
and human error.
Learning Objectives:
1.
2.
3.

Understand the requirements for electrical risk assessments
identified in the NFPA 70E
Determine the Normal Operating Condition of electrical equipment
Differentiate between Normalization of Deviance and Human Error

Stephen Hester is the training Director at Saber Power
Field Services, LLC, where he oversees and conducts
electrical safety and maintenance training for Saber’s
clients around the country. He has over 30 years of
experience in electrical and mechanical operation and
maintenance. A veteran of Afghanistan and Iraq, he has
served in both the US Navy where he qualified in
submarines, and the US Army where he was a member of
the Army’s prestigious Prime Power Program, which
supports the Department of Defense both domestically and overseas. He
has become one of the top trainers in the electrical industry and has
trained and consulted for numerous organizations ranging from Fortune
500 companies to small contractors and institutions such as Harvard
University, Purdue University, Texas Tech University, West Point, and the
Federal Government.
Stephen is a member of NETA, the National Fire Protection Association
(NFPA), the International Association of Electrical Inspectors (IAEI), and
ASTM International where he is a member of the F18 Committee of
Electrical Protective Equipment and most recently spoke at the
InterNational Electrical Testing Association (NETA) PowerTest 2021
conference.
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Wednesday, August 31, 2022 - 8:00 AM - 10:00 AM - Workshop
9A - N=1 The Rise Of Personal Accountability In The Age Of System Safety
Dr. Tony Kern, BA, MPA, MMAS, Ed.D., Lt Col, (USAF, Ret.)
This presentation will discuss the impact of safety management systems, personal
accountability and empowered accountability.
Learning Objectives:
1.
2.
3.

The impact of safety management systems is still unrealized due to a lack of
employee engagement and individual accountability.
Personal accountability is definable, observable, and trainable – and should never
be assumed without first empowering every individual as to its meaning, skills, and
providing requisite motivation.
“Empowered Accountability” at the level of each individual is – ironically – the key
to realizing the full benefit of systemic safety.
Dr. Tony Kern is one of the world’s leading authorities on human
performance in time-constrained, error-intolerant environments,
and has written and lectured on the subject around the globe for
nearly two decades.

Dr. Kern has received multiple awards for his work, including
Aviation Week & Space Technology 2002 Laurels Award for
Outstanding Achievement in Government and Military, the
University Aviation Association’s John K. Lauber Safety Award
(2015), and the Flight Safety Foundation-Airbus Human Factors
in Aviation Safety Award (2015). While Tony is grateful to have won these and other awards,
it’s a completely different honor to have an award named after you. In 2015, the National
Business Aviation Association (NBAA) announced the creation of the Dr. Tony Kern
Professionalism in Aviation award, and at the NBAA National Safety Forum in 2016, NBAA
President Ed Bolan announced the first 19 award recipients.
Dr. Kern has authored nine books on human performance and is a featured columnist and
contributing editor for Canadian Skies, Vertical, and Vertical 911 magazines. Over the past
decade, he has broadened his approach beyond aviation. In his latest book, The Ghost of
Nathan Hale (North Slope Publications, 2016) he details how declining public trust in
government is an existential threat to America and the world itself and provides strong
motivation and a step-by-step path for restoring the integrity of government.
Dr. Kern served in the U.S. Air Force as a command pilot and flight examiner in the B-1B
bomber, in diverse senior staff and leadership roles, as Chairman of the U.S. Air Force
Human Factors Steering Group, and as Director and Professor of Military History at the
USAF Academy. He is also a graduate of the Federal Executive Institute and the U.S.
Federal Government Senior Executive Service Development Program.
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Wednesday, August 31, 2022 - 8:00 AM - 10:00 AM - Workshop
9B – Cranes And Rigging In The Oil & Gas Industry
Katrina Mendenhall
This presentation will cover the OSHA regulation regarding Cranes, different types of cranes
and their set up and rigging components.
Learning Objectives:
1) Summarize OSHA / ANSI Crane Regulation
2) Identify Crane Type Set Up
3) Summarize Rigging Components
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Wednesday, August 31, 2022 – 10:15 AM - 12:15 PM Workshop
10A - Is Safety Ideology Replacing Safety Management In Your Company
Riad Efendi, PhD
Recent development in safety management shows two opposing trends. Clearly
positive is move towards risk-based (rather than prescriptive) assessment, analysis
and mitigation coupled with evolution of safety management into a true profession and
career with subject-matter experts, certifications, professional societies and
conferences.
However, the reverse side of this progress is that safety these days becomes a
common word, truism, used with or without context during numerous safety meetings,
toolbox talks and value moments. Its overuse oftentimes dilutes the safety and risk
management concept into more mundane talk, primitive posters and irrelevant
training. Moreover, while employees are encouraged to act as safety champions,
many start presenting themselves as safety professionals, claiming that safety is
nothing more than the common-sense approach. In short, safety is at a serious risk of
losing its rational management approach and becoming an ideology.
This presentation discusses signs that your company is slipping into Safety Ideology
and ways to effectively challenge this slippage and restore safety management to
being driven by needs of workers rather than executives.
Learning Objectives:
1.
2.
3.

Recognize signs that your company is slipping into Safety Ideology;
Master effectively challenging lip service to safety;
Restore safety management to being driven by needs of workers rather than
executives.
Riad Efendi, PhD graduated from Moscow Institute of Physics
and Technology, and had military training with Ballistic Missile
Strategic Force. After safety/sustainability consulting work and
faculty tenure at the University of Texas Medical School, he
joined Technip USA in 2012.

During his tenure with Technip/TechnipFMC, he has initiated,
directed and successfully completed several corporate/global
projects in safety and digital transformation and accumulated
top professional awards and recognitions, including Technip top annual "Trusting the
Team" award, ASSP Safety Management Innovation award and Offshore Technology
Conference recognition as an Emerging Leader in Oil & Gas. He is a sought-after
speaker at national and international professional meetings on safety, sustainability,
digitalization, talent management, leadership, problem solving and prevention.
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Wednesday, August 31, 2022 - 10:15 AM - 12:15 PM Workshop
10B - Gas Detection Investigations: The In's And Out's Of Handling All Things Related To A Gas
Investigation
Krisha Marker, PE, H2S SME, CSHO & Seth Long, MBA
"In Just One Breath, Everything Can Change" as it did for a family in 1975 in Denver City, TX and for 3 small
children left orphaned in 2019 in Odessa, TX. Community education, protection, and complete gas detection is
needed to measure hazardous gas exposure, emissions of greenhouse gases, and give the community a safe
and sound peace of mind of the surrounding environments of their community. Effective Communication and
implementation of smart gas management for H2S, SO2, CO, and CH4will help keep "your next breath from
being your last breath”.
Learning Objectives:
1.

Recognize, Identify, and Evaluate Hazards from 2 case studies, where multiply lives were lost.
Cause and Effect of several gases our industry encounters on a regular basis. Acute and Chronic
effects of H2S, CO2, Methane, and SO2.

2.

Effectively Identifying and Measuring the gasses around our workers, community, and environment.
Providing documented, accurate gas readings, and implementing the correct policy and procedures
and training to manage the hazards we have identified.

3.

Techniques for measuring hazards vs. integrated technology to identify, measure, and record. Pros
and Cons of traditional vs. Pros and Cons of new digital gas monitoring/detection devices and
systems.
Krisha Marker has been a professional speaker over 19 years. She draws on her
experience as an accomplished educator, researcher, to connect with audiences around
the world, particularly audiences within safety/OSHA education, oil and gas
communities, and cancer survivor groups. Krisha is truly in her element wherever coffee
is served, and conversation is flowing. But she's more than just a smiling face and a
believer that a positive attitude makes positive outcomes.

She started life in a small town known for a catastrophic H2S incident that changed
state law - Denver City, TX. She grew up in an oil and gas roller coaster town - Odessa,
TX. She is the daughter of missionaries and was raised at times by her grandparents who were Gulf, ARCO,
and Chevron Supervisors. This, in addition to her diagnosis with ovarian cancer at the age of 19, allows her to
understand and empathize with the less fortunate with a strong belief that everyday can be your last. “I have a
strong passion to share my experiences of being a survivor not a victim of cancer, life, or H2S.”
Krisha has delivered captivating speeches at more than 100 safety events, contractor meetings, and cancer
fundraisers. Her speaking engagements include The Society of Petroleum Engineers, Texas J Regional
Advisory Council, Safety Standdowns, and multiple contractor safety meetings. With one goal in mind, to raise
awareness about acute and chronic H2S exposure, various treatments, and many outdated emergency
protocols for H2S exposed victims.
Seth Long currently serves as the President and CEO of Shepherd Safety Systems. He
has served on Shepherd’s Board of Directors since 2019. Mr. Long has extensive
experience in the oilfield service industry working with executive management teams on
Health, Safety, and Environmental Leadership and program development. Prior to
joining Shepherd, Mr. Long served as an Operating Partner with Pelican Energy
Partner’s, a Houston based PE firm, responsible for operational and HSE compliance
for portfolio companies across North America. Early in his career, he served as the HSE
Director with Lotus, LLC where he oversaw HSE and compliance efforts for the
companies naturally occurring radioactive material (NORM) license, and led compliance
efforts with Texas Department of State Health Services (TXDSHS) and the Texas Railroad Commission (RRC).
Mr. Long received a Master’s of Business Administration from Texas A&M Corpus Christi, and holds a Bachelor
of Science in Natural Resources Conservation & Ecology from Lubbock Christian University.
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